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Rabi model as a quantum coherent heat engine: from quantum biology to
superconducting circuits
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We propose a multilevel quantum heat engine with a working medium described by a generalized
Rabi model which consists of a two-level system coupled to a single mode bosonic field. The model is
constructed to be a continuum limit of a quantum biological description of light harvesting complexes
so that it can amplify quantum coherence by a mechanism which is a quantum analog of classical
Huygen’s clocks. The engine operates in quantum Otto cycle where the working medium is coupled
to classical heat baths in the isochoric processes of the four stroke cycle; while either the coupling
strength or the resonance frequency is changed in the adiabatic stages. We found that such an engine
can produce work with an efficiency close to Carnot bound when it operates at low temperatures and
in the ultrastrong coupling regime. Interplay of quantum coherence and quantum correlations on the
engine performance is discussed in terms of second order coherence, quantum mutual information
and logarithmic negativity of entanglement. We point out that the proposed quantum Otto engine
can be implemented experimentally with the modern circuit quantum electrodynamic systems where
flux qubits can be coupled ultrastrongly to superconducting transmission line resonators.
PACS numbers: 05.70.-a, 03.65.-w, 85.25.-j, 42.50.Pq
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum heat engines (QHEs) have attracted much
attention recently [1–10], due to growing need for energy
harvesting, storage and transfer efficiently with quan-
tum devices. They raise fundamental questions about
generalizing thermodynamics to quantum regime and to
quantum information. Some quantum systems, such as
masers, have already been identified as quantum heat en-
gines, which can operate at Carnot efficiency, long time
ago [11]. Though they are not realized yet, QHEs are
proposed for ultracold atoms [12], optomechanics [13, 14],
quantum dots [15], quantum Hall edge states [16], and su-
perconducting circuits [17]. Modern ideas revealed that
Carnot efficiency can be beaten in QHEs, without vio-
lating the second law of thermodynamics, by exploiting
quantum coherence [2] or by quantum reservoir engineer-
ing [3, 18]. Such proposed QHEs require highly sophisti-
cated quantum engineering techniques and their depen-
dence on quantum coherence makes them susceptible to
quantum decoherence [19].
Nature, on the other hand, has its subtle ways to uti-
lize quantum coherence even at physiological tempera-
tures in energy processes essential for life, such as photo-
synthesis. Recent studies revealed that long range quan-
tum coherence [20–22] and associated quantum correla-
tions [23–26] play crucial role in light harvesting com-
plexes [27, 28]. Such systems can be described as dipole
interacting spins [29, 30]. Motivated by the natural so-
lution to interaction enhanced quantum coherence, we
propose a biomimetic design [31] of an interacting effec-
tive spin system as a working medium for a synthetic
quantum coherent heat engine.
∗ omustecap@ku.edu.tr
Establishing long range quantum coherence by homo-
geneously coupling many spins directly to each other is
challenging in synthetic systems. We propose an alter-
native indirect path to coherence, inspired by the Huy-
gens clocks which can be synchronised when they are
suspended from a common beam [32]. The impercepti-
ble movements of the beam, acting like a conductor of an
orchestra, build coherence between the clocks. We envi-
sion a scheme where large number of spins, acting like
quantum Huygens clocks, are homogeneously coupled to
a central spin, which could build a global quantum co-
herence.
We examine an extreme but naturally occuring case
in light harvesting complexes where only few spins in
the large ensemble can be excited [33]. Such collective
excitations can be described by a bosonic field of spin
waves [34, 35]. The interaction of the spin ensemble with
the central spin is then collectively enhanced and mu-
tated into a spin-boson form known as Rabi model [36–
38]. Implementing the natural strategy of light harvest-
ing complexes indirectly with a continuum of quantum
Huygens clocks, Rabi model synthetic working substance
could build interaction enhanced global coherence for op-
timum and efficient work harvesting. We assume the
working medium of the engine undergoes a quantum Otto
cycle [7, 8, 39]. Quantum Otto engines considered in
the literature with non-interacting [40, 41] or interacting
working medium [5, 42–46] are limited to few level cou-
pled spin systems. A biomolecular Carnot cycle has been
proposed to explain operation of photosynthetic reaction
centers recently [47].
Our analysis revealed that global coherence in the sys-
tem can be built and enhanced with the spin-boson cou-
pling. We find that there is a critical interaction at
which the interplay of coherence and quantum correla-
tions yields maximum work and efficiency. Requirement
2of a critical coherence for optimum work has also been
reported for a single four-level atom with noise induced
quantum coherence (Fano effect) between its two lev-
els [6, 44]. Our case generalizes this effect to interaction
enhanced multi-level coherence. The critical amount of
coherence is found to be available in the ultra strong in-
teraction regime, where coupling is comparable to ex-
citation energy. This regime complies with the Rabi
model description and experimentally available in super-
conducting circuit quantum electrodynamics (QED) sys-
tems [48, 49]. We propose such a system for a compact
implementation of our model and estimate that its power
output could be significantly greater than non-interacting
systems.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF PHYSICAL MODEL
OF QUANTUM COHERENT WORKING
SUBSTANCE
We apply a biomimetic strategy to construct our phys-
ical model of quantum coherent working substance [31].
Our inspiration comes from the model of N interact-
ing chromophores (pigments) in light harvesting pho-
tosynthetic complexes, whose electronic Heitler-London
Hamiltonian, He, is described by (~ = 1) [29, 30]
He =
N∑
n=1
∆nσ
†
nσn +
N∑
n>m
gnm(σ
†
nσm + σ
†
mσn), (1)
where ∆n is the excitation energy of the localized two-
level chromophore at site n and gnm is the dipolar cou-
pling describing the electronic excitation transfer be-
tween chromophores at sites n and m. The Pauli spin
operators σn and σ
†
n are the annihilation and creation
operators of electronic excitations at site n. In the com-
plex the chromophores are typically distributed on a ring
and all the sites are coupled to each other as depicted in
Fig. 1.
Two-level pigments distributed on the ring act as an
antenna complex and the long range interactions in the
system contribute for quantum coherence enhanced solar
energy harvesting. Single excitations, Frenkel excitons,
are delocalized over the sites for coherent transfer of the
energy through the complex. We propose an alternative
structure which can establish coherent coupling of two
level systems indirectly. Let us consider a single central
pigment with a small amount of coherence, ǫ, coupled to
a large ensemble of non-interacting pigments. The model
Hamiltonian can be described as
H = ∆σ†σ + ǫ(σ† + σ) +
N∑
n=1
∆nσ
†
nσn
+
N∑
n=1
gn(σ
†
nσ + σ
†σn), (2)
where ∆ is the energy of the central site and gn is the
coupling coefficient of the site n to the central one. Sec-
ond term yields a quantum superposition of two levels
FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic structures of light harvest-
ing antenna complexes of N pigments (choromophores). Each
pigment is a two level system with an energy separation of
∆n. (Left complex) Pigments are interacting with each other
with a coupling coefficient of gmn. (Right complex) Non-
interacting pigments are coupled to a central one with an
interaction coefficient gn. The central pigment carries a small
quantum coherence, characterized by ǫ.
of the central pigment and establishes a small amount
of coherence in the central site. This local coherence is
distributed over the other sites by interactions. Partic-
ipation of many sites to such a delocalized coherence is
then amplifies the global coherence of the complex to en-
hance its operational efficiency. This strategy can be eas-
ier to implement in synthetic energy harvesting systems
as it would not require long range coupling of all sites.
In light harvesting systems such a coherence can be in-
duced spontaneously by noise as explained by a four level
model [6, 44, 47]. Connection of large antenna complexes
to relatively smaller reaction centers [50] or coherent cou-
pling of vibrational bath to excitons [51] are also closely
related to our proposed model.
Distribution of surrounding pigments about the central
one can be assumed radially uniform so that we can take
identical coupling coefficients as gn = g0. Let us define
operators a and a† to describe annihilation and creation
of collective excitations as
a =
1√
N
N∑
n=1
σn. (3)
If the number of pigments is much larger than the ex-
citation number, which means N ≫ 1 for single excita-
tion, the operators describe bosonic excitations, analogs
of magnons of spin waves [34]. This extreme delocaliza-
tion over the all sites can be achieved in synthetic sys-
tems. The coupling coefficient in this case is collectively
enhanced and becomes g =
√
Ng0. For convenience we
take ∆n/2 = ω and ∆/2 → ∆. Using σx = σ† + σ and
σz = 2σ
†σ − 1, the model then becomes
H = ∆σz + ǫσx + ωa
†a+ g(a†σ + σ†a), (4)
3which is a generalized Jaynes-Cummings model
(JCM) [52].
If the interaction coefficient g can be comparable to
excitation energy ω, the JCM should be generalized to a
more generic spin-boson model, known as Rabi model. In
our case we then consider a generalized Rabi Hamiltonian
which can be written as [38]
H = ∆σz + ǫσx + ωa
†a+ gσx(a+ a
†), (5)
The term, ǫσx explicitly breaks the Z2 symmetry of the
model when ǫ 6= nω/2 (n is an integer) [38]. We take
a small value for ǫ and exploit the avoided level cross-
ings due to this term in arrangement of the numerically
determined eigenstates and eigenvalues En of the Hamil-
tonian (5) in the order of increasing energy, En+1 > En.
We take ∆ = ω/2 and characterize the system by two
parameters (ω, g).
An intuitive appreciation of how this model can es-
tablish quantum coherence can be found in a classical
analog. Huygens clocks, or non-interacting simple pen-
dulums suspended from a common beam, are found to be
synchronised. This classical phase synchronization effect
is known as the Huygen’s odd kind of sympathy [32].
The imperceptible movements of the beam, acting like
a conductor of an orchestra, build phase coherence be-
tween the clocks. Our envisioned scheme could build a
global quantum coherence as it consists of large number
of two level systems, acting like quantum Huygens clocks,
which are uniformly coupled to a central coherent oscil-
lator. In the subsequent discussions, we consider such a
quantum coherent system described by the generalized
Rabi model, as a working medium, and examine its work
output in a quantum Otto cycle from the perspective of
quantum coherence.
III. QUANTUM OTTO CYCLE
The quantum Otto cycle consists of four stages. The
first stage is a quantum isochoric process. The working
medium with (ω = ωh, g = gh) is brought in contact
with a hot thermal reservoir at temperature T = Th.
An amount of heat Q1 is absorbed from the heat bath;
but no work is done during the stage. The energy levels
remain the same En = E
h
n while the occupation prob-
abilities change to Pn(Th) in thermal equilibrium. The
second stage is a quantum adiabatic expansion process.
The working medium is isolated from the heat reservoir
and its energy levels are shifted adiabatically from Ehn to
En = E
l
n either by varying ωh to ωl or by varying gh to
gl. No heat is transferred; but an amount of work is done
during the stage. The occupation probabilities remain
unchanged by the adiabatic theorem. The third stage
is another quantum isochoric process where the working
medium with (ω = ωl, g = gl) is brought to contact with
a cold entropy sink at T = Tl. An amount of heat Q2
is released to the reservoir; but no work is done. Attain-
ing thermal equilibrium changes the occupation probabil-
ities to Pn(Tl), but maintains the energy structure with
En = E
l
n. In the fourth stage, the working medium goes
through a quantum adiabatic contraction process. The
energy levels are shifted back to Ehn either by changing
ωl to ωh or gl to gh. The occupation probabilities are
preserved by the quantum adiabatic theorem while work
is done due to changing energy levels during the stage.
The heat transferred and the work performed in the
quantum regime can be calculated by the formalism de-
veloped in Ref. [7]. The first law of thermodynamics for
a quantum system with n discrete energy levels can be
written as dU = d¯Q + d¯W =
∑
n{EndPn + PndEn}. In
this interpretation, an infinitesimal heat transfer corre-
sponds to an infinitesimal change in occupation prob-
abilities, while an infinitesimal work can be performed
by an infinitesimal change in the energy levels. The net
work done per cycle in the QHE can be determined by
W = Q1 +Q2 where
Q1 =
∑
n
Ehn(Pn(Th)− Pn(Tl)), (6)
Q2 =
∑
n
Eln(Pn(Tl)− Pn(Th)). (7)
Positive work condition W > 0 indicates the work per-
formed by the QHE per cycle with the efficiency η =
W/Q1 and Q1 > −Q2 > 0 is assumed by the second law
of thermodynamics.
We determine the occupation probabilities by Boltz-
mann distribution Pn(T ) = exp (−βEn)/Z where Z =∑
n exp (−βEn) is the partition function and β = 1/kT
is the inverse temperature of the heat bath with k be-
ing the Boltzmann constant. In order to verify the
thermalization assumption, we solve the Bloch-Redfield
master equation in Born-Markov approximations ρ˙ =
−i[H, ρ] + Lρ, which treats the system as a whole in
describing its coupling to the environment [53, 54], and
find the steady state density matrix. The Liouvillian L,
which is given in Refs. [53, 54], describes the modified
decoherence and decay rates for the dressed two level
system and the bosonic field, as well as the coupling to
a thermal reservoir. Comparison with the thermal den-
sity matrix ρth = exp (−βH)/Z constructed directly by
numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5)
assures that independent of the choice of rates in L the
steady state solution produces ρth.
Classical and quantum Otto cycles have the same tem-
perature and entropy (T − S) diagrams. We calculate
the T −S diagram of the quantum Otto engine for inter-
acting and non-interacting cases and compare them in
Fig. 2. The area of the diagram indicates the positive
work done by the working substance and it is larger in
the presence of interactions. We calculate the areas for
the non-interacting and interacting cases as W ∼ 0.033
and W ∼ 0.068, respectively. The flatness of the up-
per and lower edges (isochoric stages) increase with the
interctions as well. This makes the Otto cycle more
closer to the Carnot cycle. Accordingly the efficiency
also increased in the interacting case. Using classical
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) T − S diagram of the quantum
Otto engine for the interacting case with g = 0.8 and (b) for
the non-interacting case with g = 0. The other parameters
are taken as ωh = 2ω, ωl = ω, Th = 0.35, Tl = 0.05, and
ǫ = 0.005ω. g and T are in units of ω and ~ω/k, respectively.
thermodynamics expressions the Otto efficiencies for the
interacting and non-interacting cases are determined to
be η ∼ 0.75 and η ∼ 0.52, while the Carnot efficiency
is η ∼ 0.85. Such benefits of the interaction are not
monotonic however. It is not trivial to answer how the
work and efficiency depend on interaction, and how the
quantum correlations and coherence established by the
interaction influence the work harvesting capability of
the working substance. In the subsequent sections we
explore the subtle effects of the interplay between the in-
teractions, quantum coherence and quantum correlations
on the magnitude and efficiency of work harvesting from
classical resources.
IV. QUANTUM COHERENCE AND
ENTANGLEMENT IN GENERALIZED RABI
MODEL
The Z2 symmetry breaking interaction in the general-
ized Rabi model induces a quantum superposition of the
excited and ground states of the central two-level system
(atom). This can be characterized by the examination of
the off-diagonal terms of the reduced density matrix of
the system, ρ12 = Trfield(ρ), where trace is taken over the
bosonic field degrees of freedom. Bosonic field represent
a weakly excited large two-level ensemble. Its coherence
can be examined by calculating the expectation value of
the field annihilation operator 〈a〉 = ∑n〈σn〉/
√
N .
We evaluate the quantum coherences in the atom and
in the field at the end of the contacts with the cold
and hot heat reservoirs and report our results in Fig. 3.
The left panel shows that quantum coherence for the
cold bath case is monotonically increasing with the in-
teractions both for the field (〈a〉l) and the central atom
(ρ12l,atom). When there is no interaction, there is only
small seed coherence (ǫ) in the atom. Without seeding
coherence, the field cannot grow coherence with interac-
tions.
We find similar behavior for the hot bath case, but
with smaller values than the ones for the cold bath case.
The transition from weak to large coherence also appears
at higher threshold of interaction, around g ∼ 2ω. Their
ratios are shown in the middle and in the right panels.
There is a critical interaction strength g >∼ ω for which
the relative coherences are maximum. At higher hot
reservoir temperatures Th, relative coherence is higher
for the same cold reservoir temperature Tl. Tempera-
ture dependence is weak for g < ω. Sudden transition
from weak to significant coherence in the field could be
compared with the critical behavior in the single atom
superradiance [55].
We have also examined the zero time delay second or-
der coherence function of the field defined as g(2)(0) =
〈a†a†aa〉/〈a†a〉2 [56, 57]. The result for the hot reservoir
case is shown in Fig. 4. Second order coherence g2(0)l for
the cold bath stage shows similar behavior but reaches to
1 around g >∼ ω. This indicates that below g ∼ ω field
is in thermal coherent state both at the end of the hot
and cold bath stages; while it becomes quantum coherent
state for both hot and cold bath cases when g >∼ 2ω. In
between g ∼ ω and g ∼ 2ω, the field changes statistical
character from thermal coherent to profoundly quantum
coherent at the cold bath case while it remains in ther-
mal coherent state for the hot bath case. We will see
that these characteristic differences associated with dif-
ferent operation regimes, namely the refrigerator (or heat
pump) and heat engine regimes, of the Otto cycle.
Long range quantum coherence in the ensemble of
weakly excited two-level systems can establish quan-
tum correlations in the system. Total amount of quan-
tum and classical correlations can be examined with
the quantum mutual information [58] defined as I =
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Interaction constant g dependence of quantum coherence in the central two-level system (atom)
ρ12l,atom, red dashed curve) and in the bosonic field (〈a〉l, black solid curve) at the end of the contact with the cold heat reservoir
at Tl = 0.05. The relative quantum coherence (b) in the field 〈a〉l/〈a〉h, and (c) in the two-level atom ρl,atom/ρ
12
l,atom at the
end of the contact with the cold heat reservoir at Tl = 0.05 with respect to the one at the end of the contact with the hot heat
reservoir at temperatures Th = 0.2 (black solid curve), 0.25 (red dashed curve), 0.3 (blue dotted), 0.35 (green dash dotted).
The other parameters are taken as ωh = 2ω, ωl = ω, and ǫ = 0.005ω. Coherence is dimensionless; g and the temperatures
Tl, Th are in units of ω and ~ω/k, respectively.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Dependence of second order coherence
function of the bosonic field g
(2)
h (0) (dimensionless) on the
interactions g at the end of the contact with the hot ther-
mal reservoir at temperatures Th = 0.2 (black solid curve),
0.25 (red dashed curve), 0.3 (blue dotted), 0.35 (green dash
dotted). Second order coherence g
(2)
l (0) for the cold bath
case shows similar behavior but reaches to 1 around g > ω.
The other parameters are taken as ωh = 2ω, ωl = ω, and
ǫ = 0.005ω. g and the temperatures Th are in units of ω and
~ω/k, respectively.
S(ρatom) + S(ρfield) − S(ρ), where S = −Tr(ρ ln(ρ)) is
the von Neumann entropy of density matrix ρ. Atomic
and field reduced density matrices are denoted by ρatom
and ρfield, respectively. We plot the behavior of quan-
tum mutual information for the cold bath case Il and
the relative quantum mutual information Il/Ih with the
interactions g in Fig. 5. We see that in the g <∼ ω
regime, there is strong relative quantum mutual infor-
mation in the system. In the g >∼ 2ω and intermediate
∼ ω < g <∼ 2ω regimes the quantum mutual infor-
mation content in the cold and hot bath cases become
approximately the same. In the intermediate regime, hot
bath case can have slightly larger quantum mutual infor-
mation.
To reveal the content of this quantum mutual informa-
tion in terms of quantum entanglement and other quan-
tum correlations beyond entanglement, it is necessary to
evaluate quantum correlation measures such as quantum
discord [59, 60] or entanglement of formation [61]. Such
measures are not available for large and mixed quan-
tum systems such as the one we consider here. Alter-
natively, we can investigate bipartite quantum entan-
glement between the central two-level site and the field
representing the large ensemble by calculating the loga-
rithmic negativity [62]. It is a non-convex entanglement
monotone applicable to mixed states [63] and defined as
EN (ρ) = log2 ||ρΓ||1, where ρΓ is the partial transpose
with respect to a subsystem and ||ρΓ||1 is the trace norm
of ρT .
Our results are given in Fig. 6. We see that logarithmic
negativity for the cold bath case is larger than the one in
hot bath case in g < ω regime. The ratio drops sharply
in the intermediate regime ∼ ω < g <∼ 2ω down to zero
and it remains zero in the g >∼ 2ω regime.
After analyzing the quantum coherence and entangle-
ment in the working substance described by a generalized
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Interaction constant g dependence
of quantum mutual information Il at the end of the contact
with the cold heat reservoir at temperature Tl = 0.05. (b)
The relative quantum mutual information Il/Ih at the end
of the contact with the hot heat reservoir at temperatures
Th = 0.2 (black solid curve), 0.25 (red dashed curve), 0.3 (blue
dotted), 0.35 (green dash dotted). The other parameters are
taken as ωh = 2ω, ωl = ω, and ǫ = 0.005ω. Coherence is
dimensionless; g and the temperatures Tl, Th are in units of
ω and ~ω/k, respectively.
Rabi model in a quantum Otto cycle, we will examine the
work output and efficiency of the cycle in the preceeding
section and determine the regime of positive work and its
relation to quantum coherence.
V. POSITIVE WORK REGIME AND
QUANTUM COHERENCE
We have seen that seed coherence in the central site
can be distributed over many weakly excited sites, rep-
resented by a bosonic field in the continuum approxima-
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Interaction constant g dependence
of logarithmic negativity ElN(ρ) at the end of the contact
with the cold heat reservoir at temperature Tl = 0.05. (b)
The relative logarithmic negativity ElN(ρ)/E
h
N(ρ) at the end
of the contact with the hot heat reservoir at temperatures
Th = 0.2 (black solid curve), 0.25 (red dashed curve), 0.3 (blue
dotted), 0.35 (green dash dotted). The other parameters are
taken as ωh = 2ω, ωl = ω, and ǫ = 0.005ω. Coherence is
dimensionless; g and the temperatures Tl, Th are in units of
ω and ~ω/k, respectively.
tion, which leads to strong long range coherence. To-
wards the ultrastrong coupling regime, interaction en-
hanced coherence builds strong quantum mutual infor-
mation and bipartite entanglement with much higher
amount in the cold reservoir stage than the one in the hot
reservoir case. In order to see if this can contribute to en-
hanced energy harvesting and engine operation, we plot
the net work output of the system in Fig. 7. The work
output is positive in the g <∼ ω and g >∼ 2ω regimes.
Positivity, as well as the relative coherence, information
and entanglement, grow with the thermal gradient over
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Work W (in units of ~ω) versus
coupling strength g (in units of ω) for ωh = 2ω, ωl = ω,
ǫ = 0.005ω, Tl = 0.05, Th = 0.2 (black, solid line), Th = 0.25
(red, dashed line), Th = 0.3 (blue, dotted line) and Th = 0.35
(green, dot-dashed line). Here the temperatures are in units
of ~ω/k.
the entire interaction domain.
Comparing the behavior of quantum mutual informa-
tion in Fig. 5 and quantum entanglement in Fig. 6 with
the positive work in Fig. 7, we see that heat engine op-
eration can be obtained when there is strong quantum
correlations at the end of the cold bath stage and when
the system is more correlated in the cold reservoir stage
than in the hot reservoir case. Despite the larger infor-
mation gradient at low interaction coefficients in Figs. 5
and 6, the amount of quantum information is too weak
for such regimes while around g <∼ ω, both the quan-
tum mutual information and bipartite entanglement for
the cold reservoir stage reach their maximums. Just be-
fore the sudden drop of relative information and relative
entanglement, the system could exploit large amount and
large gradient of quantum correlations as a resource for
positive work. Our results generalize the recent stud-
ies in small coupled spin systems [5, 42, 44] where lo-
cal maximum work is reported at a critical interaction
strength, relative coherence or at a critical amount of en-
tanglement; and illuminate the underlying role of simul-
taneously optimized relative entanglement and amount
of entanglement in the cold bath case. In addition, the
interplay of quantum coherence and quantum mutual in-
formation to build up quantum information resources for
enhanced engine operation is revealed.
Our conclusion, which is based upon on observation
of the figures, provides additional evidences on the pos-
sible relation between work and efficiency and quantum
correlations and coherences. An explicit relation of the
work produced by the engine in terms of quantum cor-
relations shows that the work output is proportional to
the difference of the amount of quantum entanglement,
characterized by the concurrence, between the cold and
hot stages of the engine cycle [5, 42, 46]. Our Rabi model
is based upon pairwise interaction of a single spin with
spins from a large ensemble. Our conclusion is an in-
tuitive generalization of the two spin result to our case
of large spin ensemble. Instead of concurrence gradient,
our system benefits from gradient of many body quan-
tum correlations, characterized by mutual information or
logarithmic negativity.
We could give a more intuitive explanation. The larger
the gradient of quantum correlations, the larger amount
of heat is absorbed from the hot reservoir to reduce the
quantum correlations. Large quantum correlations gra-
dient then contribute positively to the harvested work
in the expansion stage. Larger correlations, in addition
to large gradient, make their contribution more signifi-
cant. The interplay of thermal gradient and correlation
gradient would be within the boundaries of the second
law and the positive work condition would be violated at
a critical gradient beyond which the engine would turn
into a refrigerator or a heat pump. This is analytically
shown for the case of two spins [5, 42, 46] and our spin
ensemble results are in full accordance with the two spin
theory.
After a sharp drop around g <∼ ω, total correlations in
the cold and hot reservoir stages become approximately
same while the quantum entanglement in the hot reser-
voir case becomes relatively larger. In that case, entan-
glement in the hot bath case contributes as a resource for
negative work. Maximum negative work is at a critical
point where the amount of entanglement and its rela-
tive strength are both large in the hot bath case. As
temperature of the hot bath increases, amount of entan-
glement decreases and work becomes less negative. Role
of entanglement on the performance in smallest possi-
ble self-contained quantum fridge has been discussed re-
cently and it has been found that such smallest fridges
can cool to lower temperatures in the presence of entan-
glement [64]; though in some cases entanglement could
not be used as a resource [65]. Our analysis points out the
significance of simultaneous optimization of relative en-
tanglement and amount of entanglement in a larger sys-
tem to operate between refrigerator or heat pump and
heat engine phases. In addition the interplay of quan-
tum coherence and von Neumann mutual information to
build quantum information resource for such systems are
revealed.
On the other hand, it is difficult to reach such high in-
teraction regimes in available practical systems, where
negative work could be used for refrigeration or heat
pump applications. The heat engine phase in the in-
teraction regimes up to ultrastrong coupling, g <∼ ω,
and the associated generalized Rabi model however can
already be realized in modern spin-boson systems such
as in circuit QED. In the following we consider quantum
heat engine operation and analyse work and efficiency
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FIG. 8. Work W (in units of ~ω) and efficiency η as func-
tions of heat bath temperature Th for Tl = 0.05 (in units of
~ω/k) for ωh = 2ω, ωl = ω, ǫ = 0.005ω and g = 0.9ω. The
uncoupled working medium (g = 0) has an efficiency η ≈ 0.5
for ωh/ωl = 2.
with more detail.
VI. EFFICIENCY AND POSITIVE WORK OF
QUANTUM COHERENT OTTO HEAT ENGINE
A. Changing resonance frequency in adiabatic
stages
We analyze our quantum Otto engine in the ultra-
strong coupling regime and focus on the engine perfor-
mance by changing the resonance frequency in the adia-
batic branches of the cycle at a fixed coupling strength,
gh = gl = g. In Fig. 8 we plot the net work output
W and the efficiency η of the engine as functions of hot
reservoir temperature Th for cold reservoir temperature
Tl = 0.05 (in units of ~ω/k), respectively for g/ω = 0.9,
ωh = 2ω and ωl = ω. Similar qualitative behavior is
found for other Tl. In the case of uncoupled subsystems
(g = 0), the net work is equal to the sum of the work
performed by each subsystems; neglecting small ǫ, the
efficiency and the positive work condition are determined
by η ≈ 1 − ωl/ωh and Th > qTl with q ≈ ωh/ωl, respec-
tively. First order corrections in ǫ to the approximate ex-
pressions are in the order of 10−5 for ǫ = 0.005ω. In the
case of coupled subsystems the positive work condition
for the engine requires larger temperature ratios than the
case of uncoupled engine as can be seen in Fig. 8. The
work output is high at high temperature regions by the
contribution of higher energy levels. The efficiency of the
coupled engine is larger (ηmax ≈ 0.8) than the uncoupled
one only at the low temperatures.
Further analysis of temperature and coupling strength
effects on the performance of the QHE has been given
in Fig. 9 for low temperatures, where we have plotted
the net work done by the engine and its efficiency as
functions of coupling strength. In the Jaynes-Cummings
regime where g/ω << 1, the coupling strength has no sig-
nificant contribution to the engine performance than the
uncoupled one. On the other hand, if the coupling regime
is changed from weak to ultrastrong (g ∼ ω) regime, the
engine efficiency can be notably improved. Both the net
work output and efficiency can increase with the increase
in g/ω. It is remarkable that for the regions where work
increases with g/ω, W is an increasing function of η.
The ratio Th/Tl, which determines the Carnot efficiency
(ηc = 1 − Tl/Th), has also a decisive role in the perfor-
mance of our QHE. The higher ratio in Th/Tl suggests
higher net work output and maximum efficiency, and at
the same time allows for the engine to operate in a more
wide range of coupling constant. In particular, for the
ratios Tl/Th = 0.25 and Tl/Th = 0.2 the engine efficiency
increases with g close to Carnot bound beyond which it
sharply drops to zero and coupled engine performs less
efficient than the uncoupled one. On the other hand, the
engine operation is changed from heat engine to either re-
frigerator or heat pump and again relative to uncoupled
refrigerators or heat pumps their cooling or warming ef-
ficiencies would be larger. Similar qualitative behavior
for the efficiency is found for simpler interacting spin en-
gines [43].
B. Changing interaction constant in adiabatic
stages
Now we consider an alternative adiabatic processes
where the coupling strength is changed between two val-
ues (gh → gl → gh) for a fixed resonance frequency
ωh = ωl = ω. Fig. 10 shows the thermodynamic
quantities as functions of heat bath temperature Th for
Tl = 0.05 (in units of ~ω/k) for gh = 0.4ω and gl = 0.9ω.
W and η have nearly the same qualitative behavior as
in Fig. 1. For the temperature regimes where the quan-
tum nature of the working medium is pronounced, the
efficiency is high, while for the temperatures where high
energy levels become populated the work output is sig-
nificant though less than the case of changing frequency.
In Fig. 11, we have shown a more detailed investi-
gation for the role of coupling changes on the coupled
QHE at the low temperature case with Tl/Th = 0.25
(where ηc = 0.75). The engine can produce work with
high efficiency (up to η ≈ 0.63) when the changes in
the coupling strength are done in the ultrastrong level.
On the other hand, when the changes in the adiabatic
branches are at the Jaynes-Cummings (weak coupling)
regime, the engine performance is useless. Specifically
when gl, gh > 0.4ω the performance of the QHE can be
dramatically increased. Energy spectrum of the Rabi
model in Ref. [66] shows that the lowest level is almost
flat for small coupling coefficients. It drops sharply after
g/ω ≈ 0.42. Such a steep variation of the lowest energy
level with g in the ultrastrong coupling regime is bene-
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Work W (a) (in units of ~ω) and
efficiency η (b) versus coupling strength g (in units of ω) for
ωh = 2ω, ωl = ω, ǫ = 0.005ω, Tl = 0.05, Th = 0.2 (black,
solid line), Th = 0.25 (red, dashed line), Th = 0.3 (blue,
dotted line) and Th = 0.35 (green, dot-dashed line). Here the
temperatures are in units of ~ω/k.
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FIG. 10. WorkW (in units of ~ω) and efficiency η as functions
of heat bath temperature Th for Tl = 0.05 (in units of ~ω/k)
for ωh = ωl = ω, ǫ = 0.005ω, gh = 0.4ω and gl = 0.9ω.
ficial for positive work gradient with the change gl > gh
after this critical value at low temperatures. BothW and
η have a single maximum slightly at different gl values.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Work (a) (in units of ~ω) and effi-
ciency (b) versus gl (in units of ω) for ωh = ωl = ω, Th = 0.2,
Tl = 0.05 (in units of ~ω/k), ǫ = 0.005ω, gh = 0.05ω (black,
line), gh = 0.1ω (red, dashed line), gh = 0.2ω (blue, dot-
ted line), gh = 0.4ω (green, dot-dashed line) and gh = 0.6ω
(black, dot-dot-dashed line).
Therefore, except a small gl range, the net work output
increases with the efficiency. Fig. 11 also demonstrates
that the engine cannot produce work when gl < gh, as
the first energy gap which is dominant in the work extrac-
tion, becomes subject to quantum adiabatic contraction
in the stage 2 of the cycle by the change gl < gh, instead
of expansion.
VII. POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION WITH
CIRCUIT QED
Before we conclude, we remark that the generalized
Rabi model is experimentally available in various mod-
ern systems such as in optomechanics [67] or in circuit
QED [49] (For other physical and experimental systems
see e.g. Ref. [38] and references therein).
Here we consider a possible circuit QED implemen-
tation to estimate a few figure of merits for our pro-
posed quantum coherent Otto heat engine by using read-
ily available experimental parameters of the ultrastrong
coupling regime of circuit QED [48, 49]. Central two-
level site can be implemented by a flux qubit and the
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representative bosonic field of the weakly excited ensem-
ble of two-level sites can be effectively implemented by
a superconducting waveguide resonator mode. Tunable
ultrastrong coupling has been proposed for a multiloop
qubit system [68]. Tunable coupling between a flux qubit
and a microwave resonator has been demonstrated exper-
imentally [69]. The magnetic energy of the qubit and the
qubit gap correspond to ǫ and ∆, respectively. For a
typical resonator frequency ω/2π ∼ 6 − 9 GHz we find
ǫ ∼ 0.005ω ∼ 30 − 45 MHz, which is around the edge
of the qubit linewidth [48]. The qubit bare energy ω
can be tuned over a wide range by an external magnetic
flux. The coupling coefficient could be varied in the range
g/2π ∼ 10 MHz [70] - 1 GHz [48]; while theoretical stud-
ies suggest that g can be up to g ∼ 3ω [71].
Thermal baths can be implemented by using a dilu-
tion refrigerator to cool the resonator to empty resonator
limit and applying a thermal radiation at the input of the
transmission line resonator which can lead to tempera-
tures in the range of ∼ 100 − 7500 mK [72]. For the
optimal low T for our QHE we find Tl < 1 ∼ 300− 450
mK.
In order to estimate the power P produced by the
engine, we can assume the adiabatic stages take time
τ2,4 ≫ 1/E where E is a typical energy scale for the
system, which can be taken here as ∼ GHz. Thermaliza-
tion rate is in the order of MHz as the resonator decay
rate is about κ ∼ 2π × 1 MHz. Accordingly, the cy-
cle time is determined predominantly by the adiabatic
stages [73]. Typical values of work output at η ≈ 0.6
are W ∼ 0.02ω ∼ 10−25 J in changing g scheme and
W ∼ 0.6ω ∼ 10−24 J in changing ω scheme (for ω/2π = 9
GHz), respectively so that they yield P ≪ 10−16− 10−15
J/s, which is potentially promising a higher performance
than those of single-ion Otto engines [40]. Optimization
of heat bath noise models and adiabatic processes via de-
tailed finite time analysis can lead to higher powers and
efficiency can beat the Carnot limit [3, 18, 74]. These
considerations suggest that modern circuit QED systems
can be used to implement quantum coherent Otto engine
we proposed here.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we proposed a quantum coherent Otto
engine which can build strong quantum coherence and
correlations and utilize them for enhanced positive work
output efficiently. Our proposal is based upon a
biomimetic strategy to simplify long range quantum co-
herence production mechanism of a light harvesting com-
plex for synthetic systems. Instead of coupling all the pig-
ments, we consider a central two-level site with a weak
seed coherence coupled to the surrounding two-level sites.
In the limit of weak excitation and many surrounding
sites, the system can be described by a generic spin-
boson model known as generalized Rabi model. Central
coherence is shared and amplified by coupling to many
two-level sites as a quantum analog of classical synchro-
nization of Huygen’s clocks. Our calculations indicate
that such a working substance described by a generalized
Rabi model, can operate close to Carnot efficiency in a
quantum Otto cycle at low temperatures in ultrastrong
coupling regime and produce work enhanced by interac-
tion amplified quantum coherence and correlations.
We determine the positive work regime for heat engine
operation as well as negative work regime for refrigera-
tor or heat pump operations. The interplay of quantum
coherence and quantum correlations to determine these
regions and to enhance work and efficiency is revealed by
comparing the interaction dependence of the quantum
coherence, second order coherence, quantum mutual in-
formation and logarithmic negativity with that of work
and efficiency. In general, the amount of quantum cor-
relations at the end of the cold reservoir stage should
be large, and relatively higher than those at the end of
the hot reservoir stage. Our conclusions and proposed
Rabi model are fundamental and applicable to various
spin-boson systems as well as to large spin ensembles.
As a concrete and currently feasible physical system, we
proposed that a tunable superconducting circuit QED
system can be used to implement our ideas. Our esti-
mations of the operation time and work output lead to
competitive figures of merit in the ultrastrong coupling
regime of the tunable circuit QED system of a flux qubit
and a superconducting transmission line resonator.
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